Maximizing your profits

Where your airline flies, when it flies and how much it flies has never been more critical to profitability than it is today. An airline’s flight schedule defines its product and thus its revenue potential and operating costs. You must outsmart the competition by offering the right flight schedule to attract more of the right customers while also maximizing your resources. Whatever the size of your airline or the complexity of your network, you need the most advanced solutions for making better scheduling decisions.

Effective scheduling requires maximizing revenue, reducing costs, creating the desired customer experience and laying the foundation for operational success.

Clear path to build your profits

Offering an integrated, multi-user decision-support environment, Sabre® AirVision™ Schedule Manager, part of the Sabre® AirVision™ Network suite, enables several key capabilities:

- Optimized aircraft utilization,
- Passenger connection analysis,
- Close-in reflecting,
- Competitive analysis,
- Fully dated scheduling,
- Robust scheduling.

With more than 70 customers and 15 years of solutions to real-world problems, Schedule Manager is the industry-leading scheduling solution.
Benefits

Superior flight schedule visualization  An integrated platform allows multiple users to view and evaluate flight schedules via multiple graphical displays that give a complete schedule representation: aircraft flow, station activity and flight display. Feasibility problems can also be automatically identified and displayed.

Improved flight schedule updating  Provides fast and easy ways of updating flight schedule data. The key is flexibility, enabling large structural changes as easy as a single day change.

Enhanced what-if capabilities  Creates and efficiently evaluates schedules as well as explores and evaluates additional scenarios. Multiple schedulers can simultaneously update flight schedule information while ensuring that two changes cannot be contradictory.

Improved flight schedule administration and distribution  Delivers convenient schedule administration functionality to create, import, export, compare and merge flight schedules. Rules-based engine applies commercial data consistently.

Features

Advanced schedule development tools provide analysts with the ability to view or update a flight schedule, evaluate against a number of operational rules and generate aircraft routings. A flexible report generator assists users with generating ad hoc and canned feasibility and schedule summary reports. The important features include:

• Aircraft flow — to display and edit logical aircraft rotations and flights,
• Station activity — to display and edit schedule from hub/station perspective,
• Flight display — listing of flights with or without commercial and custom data,
• Turn builder — build turns using operational rules,
• Report generator — build your own reports,
• Advanced merge with conflict resolution,
• Audit trail of all the schedule changes,
• Schedule distribution to automate synchronization of schedule information.

Our Unique Experience

At Sabre Airline Solutions®, our team of experts is ready to help power your progress by improving efficiency and generating more revenue for your airline. And with our comprehensive portfolio, you can market your experience, sell your product, serve your customers and operate efficiently across your entire airline.